Age-related white matter degradation rule of normal human brain: the evidence from diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging.
Diffusion tensor imaging can evaluate white matter function in human brain. Fractional anisotropy is the most important parameter. This study aimed to find regional reduction of fractional anisotropy (FA) with aging in the whole brain and the changing rules of anisotropy with aging. Fifty volunteers from 20 to 75 years old were divided into five consecutive age groups; a young group and four senior groups. FA values were calculated with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studio software. The difference of FA between the young group and the four senior groups were analyzed by analysis of voxel-level height threshold in Statistic Parametric Mapping (SPM), and the regions with decreased FA were obtained. The FA values of these regions were then extracted using an in-house developed program, and a multiple linear regression model was built to assess the influence of age and sex on the FA values of these regions. Eight regions, including frontal lobe, postcentral gyrus, optic radiation, hippocampus, cerebella hemisphere, corona radiate, corpus callosum and internal capsule, were found to have decreased FA. There was a strong negative correlation between age and the FA in the frontal lobe, postcentral gyrus, optic radiation, hippocampus, and cerebella hemisphere, while a weaker negative correlation in the corona radiate, corpus callosum, and internal capsule was found. The FA reduction in the frontal lobe, postcentral gyrus, optic radiation, hippocampus and cerebella hemisphere were found earlier than in the corona radiate, corpus callosum and internal capsule. There was no correlation between sex and FA in these regions. The FA in the subcortical white matter area reduces earlier than that in deep white matter. The areas with decreased FA continuously enlarge with aging. The FAs in these regions have a strong negative correlation with age.